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Abstract. CCS(h,k) is the CCS subcalculus which can use at most h constants
and k actions. We show that CCS(25,12) is Turing-complete by simulating Neary
and Woods’ universal Turing machine with 15 states and 2 symbols.

1 Introduction

Process calculi, such as CCS [9, 7], are usually defined by assuming a countable set C of
constants, which may be used for recursive definitions, and a countable set L of actions,
which may be used for interaction. This kind of definitions is not very satisfactory
because the resulting formal systems are not finite. More appropriately, one should
define a process calculus, like CCS, parametrized w.r.t. a finite set C of constants (of
size h) and a finite set L of actions (of size k). Let us call CCS(h,k) the CCS dialect of
this sort.

It is interesting to investigate for which values of h and k, if any, the calculus
CCS(h,k) is Turing-complete. As a matter of fact, it is not obvious that a finite amount
of constants and actions are enough. For instance, the two CCS modelings of a counter
defined by Milner [9] require either infinitely many constants or unboundedly many
(bound) names; as counters are the basic ingredients of counter machines (CMs, for
short) [10], a well-known Turing-complete model of computation, his proposal does
not ensure Turing-completeness within a finite formal system.

Here we show that a Turing machine [20, 5, 10, 8] with n states and m symbols
(including the blank symbol) can be simulated in CCS with 4m+ 2+ n constants and
with 4m+ 4 actions. This is achieved by simulating the infinite tape with two stacks,
as described in [10, 8], where each stack is modeled in CCS with 2m + 1 constants
and 2m+ 1 actions, plus two auxiliary bound actions, as proposed in [7]. Many small
universal Turing machines have been proposed in the literature [16, 11], usually denoted
with UTM(n,m). Among these, we choose Neary and Woods’ UTM(15,2), which can
be modeled in CCS(25,12). Other small UTMs are defined in [16, 11]; however, their
modeling produces larger values of h× k, which can be used as a complexity measure
for Turing-completeness in CCS.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a short description of Turing
machines and also describes Neary and Woods’ UTM(15,2). Section 3 gives a brief
account of (pure) CCS and its value-passing extension; this extension does not add ex-
pressive power to the calculus, as any value passing CCS process can be simulated by



a pure CCS process [9, 7]; however, it makes the modeling easier. Section 4.3 describes
the modeling of a stack in CCS, then the simulation of an infinite tape by means of
two stacks and, finally, the modeling of Turing machine instructions in CCS. Section
5 presents the CCS(25,12) simulation of the UTM(15,2) by Neary and Woods. Finally,
some conclusions are drawn in Section 6. Moreover, we discuss a problem in distributed
computing, called the Last Man Standing problem (LMS, for short) [21, 6], which can-
not be solved in CCS(25,12), even if it is Turing-complete, while it can be solved by
other languages, such as FAP [21] (which is not Turing-complete) or NPL [6]. This
example shows, as discussed in [6], the need for the foundation of distributed com-
putability theory, as a generalization of classic, sequential (or Turing) computability
theory, where the computable objects are not simply functions over natural numbers,
rather semantic models (such as Petri nets [13, 15]), up to some suitable behavioral
equivalence (e.g., net isomorphism).

2 Turing Machines

A deterministic Turing machine [20, 5, 8] is a tuple T M = (Q,2,T,Γ ,δ ,q1) where

• Q = {q1, . . . ,qn} is the finite set of states;
• 2 is a special symbol, used to denote the blank content of an empty cell of the tape;
• T is the finite input alphabet, such that 2 6∈ T ;
• Γ is the finite tape alphabet, such that T ⊂ Γ , 2 ∈ Γ and |Γ |= m, ranged over by

X ,Y , possibly indexed;
• q1 is the initial state; and
• δ is the partial transition function with type δ : Q×Γ−◦→Γ ×{L,R}×Q, where
{L,R} is the set of directions (L = left, R = right).

It is assumed that, at the beginning, the infinite tape is all blank, except for a fi-
nite number of initial cells, each holding one input symbol; moreover, the tape head is
positioned on the leftmost cell of the input. An instantaneous description of T M is a
string

X1X2 . . .Xi−1q jXiXi+1 . . .Xk

where q j ∈ Q denotes the current state of T M and X1 . . .Xk denotes the portion of
the tape between the leftmost and the rightmost nonblank; the tape head is positioned
over the cell holding Xi. In case the head is to the left of the leftmost nonblank, then
X1 . . .Xi−1 is actually blank; this usually denoted by q jXiXi+1 . . .Xk. Similarly, if the
head is to the right of the rightmost nonblank, then Xi . . .Xk is actually blank; this is de-
noted by X1X2 . . .Xi−1q j. If the input is X1 . . .Xk, then the initial instantaneous descrip-
tion is q1X1 . . .Xk. An instantaneous description is often denoted by αq jXβ , meaning
that αXβ is the content of the tape between the leftmost nonblank and the rightmost
nonblank, the current state is q j and the head is positioned on the cell holding X . In
particular, α may be ε when the tape on the left of the head is all blank; similarly, β

may be ε when the tape on the right of the head is all blank; if α = β = ε and, addi-
tionally, X = 2, then the instantaneous description is just q j. When it is not necessary
to emphasize the symbol on the tape head, an instantaneous description can be simply
denoted by αq jβ .



q1ccRq2 q2cbRq3 q3ccLq7 q4ccLq6 q5cbRq1 q6cbLq4
q1bbRq1 q2bbRq1 q3bcLq5 q4bbLq5 q5bbLq4 q6bbLq4

q7ccLq8 q8cbLq9 q9ccRq1 q10cbLq11 q11ccRq12 q12ccRq13
q7bbLq7 q8bbLq7 q9bbLq10 q10b− q11bbRq14 q12bbRq12

q13ccLq2 q14ccLq3 q15ccRq14
q13bbRq12 q14bcRq15 q15bbRq14

Table 1. Instructions of UTM(15,2)

We define the moves of a T M by means of relation ` over instantaneous descrip-
tions, defined as follows. If δ (q j,X) = (Y,R,qh), then

1. if (X 6=2∨β 6= ε) and (α 6= ε ∨Y 6=2), then αq jXβ ` αY qhβ ;
2. if (X 6=2∨β 6= ε) and Y =2, then q jXβ ` qhβ ;
3. if X =2 and (α 6= ε ∨Y 6=2), then αq j ` αY qh;
4. if X =2 and Y =2, then q j ` qh.

Moreover, if δ (q j,X) = (Y,L,qh), then

1. if (β 6= ε ∨Y 6=2) and (X1 6=2∨α 6= ε) and X 6=2, then αX1q jXβ ` αqhX1Y β ;
2. if Y =2 and (X1 6=2∨α 6= ε) and X 6=2, then αX1q jX ` αqhX1;
3. if β 6= ε and (X1 6=2∨α 6= ε) and X =2, then αX1q j2β ` αqhX1Y β ;
4. if Y 6=2 and (X1 6=2∨α 6= ε) and X =2, then αX1q j ` αqhX1Y ;
5. if Y =2 and (X1 6=2∨α 6= ε) and X =2, then αX1q j ` αqhX1;
6. if (β 6= ε ∨Y 6=2) and X 6=2, then q jXβ ` qh2Y β ;
7. if Y =2 and X 6=2, then q jX ` qh;
8. if Y 6=2 and X =2, then q j ` qh2Y ;
9. if Y =2 and X =2, then q j ` qh.

Starting from the initial instantaneous description q1X1 . . .Xk, T M can either reach a
terminal instantaneous description, i.e., an instantaneous description of the form αqhXβ

(or αqh) such that δ (qh,X) (or δ (qh,2)) is undefined; or it can compute forever. In the
former case, the output is the nonblank content of the tape. In the latter case, there is no
output, i.e., the function computed by T M is undefined for the input X1 . . .Xk. Hence,
each Turing machine computes a partial function from inputs to outputs.

A particular kind of Turing machines is called universal (UTM, for short), because it
can simulate any other Turing machine. Neary and Woods in [11] presented a number of
small UTMs. Among these, we choose their UTM(15,2), which is defined as follows:
the set of states is Q = {q1, . . . ,q15}; the set of tape symbols is Γ = {c,b}, where c
is the blank symbol; the initial state is q1; and the instructions of the machines are
defined by the 29 quintuples in Table 1, which define function δ . In fact, a quintuple,
say q1ccRq2, is a shorter description for δ (q1,c) = (c,R,q2); moreover, q10b− stands
for δ (q10,b) = undefined. For full details, see [11].



(Pref)
µ.p

µ−→ p
(Cons)

p
µ−→ p′

C
µ−→ p′

C .
= p

(Sum1)
p

µ−→ p′

p+q
µ−→ p′

(Sum2)
q

µ−→q′

p+q
µ−→q′

(Par1)
p

µ−→ p′

p |q µ−→ p′ |q
(Par2)

q
µ−→q′

p |q µ−→ p |q′

(Com)
p α−→ p′ q α−→q′

p |q τ−→ p′ |q′
(Res)

p
µ−→ p′

(νa)p
µ−→ (νa)p′

µ 6= a, ā

Table 2. Structural Operational Semantics for CCS

3 CCS

Starting from the work by Milner [9], we define our own CCS dialect, whose definition
is inspired by [7, 6].

3.1 Syntax

Let L be a finite set of actions (or inputs), ranged over by a,b, . . .. Let L be the set of
co-actions (or outputs), ranged over by a,b, . . .. The set L ∪L is ranged over by α . By
α we mean the complement of α , with α = α . Let Act = L ∪L ∪{τ} be the finite set
of all actions and co-actions, ranged over by µ , including action τ 6∈L ∪L , denoting
an invisible, internal activity. Let C be the finite set of process constants, disjoint from
Act, ranged over by A,B,C, . . .. The CCSC ,L process terms are generated by the fol-
lowing abstract syntax

s ::= 0 | µ.p | s+ s
q ::= s | C sequential terms
p ::= q | p | p | (νa)p general terms

where µ ∈ Act, a ∈L , C ∈ C . Any constant C is equipped with a defining equation of
the form C .

= s, i.e., by a term in syntactic category s, so that in C .
= s any occurrence

of a constant in s is guarded [9, 7] by syntactic construction. The set P of processes
contains those terms p such that all the constants used by p possess a defining equation.

We sometimes use the n-ary version of the choice operator +. So we write p1+ p2+
. . .+ pn, shortened as Σ n

i=1 pi. We also write Σi∈I pi, meaning that they denote the empty
process 0 when I is empty. Finally, (νL)p, where L = {a1,a2, . . . ,an}, is a shorthand
notation for (νa1)((νa2) . . .((νan)p) . . .).

Since, for the purposes of this paper, the choice of the actual names chosen for
actions and constants is irrelevant, we denote the calculus CCSC ,L with CCS(h,k),
where h = |C | and k = |L |.



3.2 Operational and Behavioral Semantics

The semantics of CCS(h,k) is given in terms of a labeled transition system (LTS, for
short). An LTS is a triple T S = (Q,A,→) where

• Q is the set of states,
• A is the set of labels,
• →⊆ Q×A×Q is the transition relation.

In the following q a−→q′ denotes (q,a,q′) ∈→. By using Plotkin’ SOS technique [14],
the LTS CCCS is the triple (P,Act,→) where→⊆P×Act×P is the least transition
relation generated by the axiom and the rules in Table 2.

A well-known behavioral equivalence is used to compare CCS processes, namely
weak bisimulation [9, 7] equivalence. Some auxiliary definition is necessary to define
it. We use notation q1

ε
=⇒qn+1 if there exists a path q1

τ−→q2
τ−→ . . .qn

τ−→qn+1 (with
n ≥ 0). Moreover, q `

=⇒q′ if and only if there exist two states q1 and q2 such that
q ε
=⇒q1

`−→q2
ε

=⇒q′.

Definition 1. (Weak bisimulation) For any LTS (Q,A,→), with B = A\{τ}, a weak
bisimulation is a relation R such that if (q1,q2) ∈ R then for all ` ∈ B

• ∀q′1 such that q1
`−→q′1, ∃q′2 such that q2

`
=⇒q′2 and (q′1,q

′
2) ∈ R,

• ∀q′1 such that q1
τ−→q′1, ∃q′2 such that q2

ε
=⇒q′2 and (q′1,q

′
2) ∈ R,

and, symmetrically,

• ∀q′2 such that q2
`−→q′2, ∃q′1 such that q1

`
=⇒q′1 and (q′1,q

′
2) ∈ R,

• ∀q′2 such that q2
τ−→q′2, ∃q′1 such that q1

ε
=⇒q′1 and (q′1,q

′
2) ∈ R.

States q and q′ are weakly bisimilar (or weak bisimulation equivalent), denoted by
q≈ q′, if there exists a weak bisimulation R such that (q,q′) ∈ R. 2

Hence, weak bisimulation equivalence is the union of all weak bisimulations:

≈=
⋃
{R⊆ Q×Q

∣∣ R is a weak bisimulation}.

For any LTS (Q,A,→), relation ≈⊆ Q×Q is an equivalence relation [9, 7].

Example 1. (Counter) A counter can be specified, by means of infinitely many con-
stants, as follows:

Counter0
.
= zero.Counter0 + inc.Counter1,

Countern
.
= inc.Countern+1 +dec.Countern−1 n > 0.

This process is weak bisimulation equivalent to the following CCS(3,5) process:

C .
= zero.C+ inc.((νa)(C1 |a.C)),

C1
.
= dec.ā.0+ inc.((νb)(C2 |b.C1)),

C2
.
= dec.b̄.0+ inc.((νa)(C1 |a.C2)).



(νa)((νb)(C2
∣∣ b.C1)

∣∣ a.C)
. . .
(νa)((νb)((νa)(0

∣∣ C2)
∣∣ b.C1)

∣∣ a.C)

(νa)((νb)((νa)(C1
∣∣ a.C2)

∣∣ b.C1)
∣∣ a.C)

. . .

dec

dec

dec

τ

τ

...

(νa)(C1
∣∣ a.C)

(νa)(a.0
∣∣ a.C)

(νa)(0
∣∣ C)

(νa)((νb)(0
∣∣ C1)

∣∣ a.C)

(νa)((νb)((νa)(a.0
∣∣ a.C2)

∣∣ b.C1)
∣∣ a.C)

(νa)((νb)(b.0
∣∣ b.C1)

∣∣ a.C)

C

τ

inc

inc

inc

. . .

zero

Fig. 1. The initial part of the infinite LTS of the counter C. (A dashed line connects weakly
bisimilar states.)

originally proposed in [19]. C is a process that dynamically expands as the computation
proceeds, where the number of restrictions occurring in the term is determined by the
number of executed actions inc, while the actual number represented by a term is de-
termined by the number of active (alternating) restrictions. Of course, the set of states
reachable from C is infinite. The initial portion of the LTS is depicted in Figure 1, where
the dashed lines indicate the two connected states are weakly bisimilar.

We prove that Counter0 and C are weakly bisimilar. Following [19, 7], first we need
to define some auxiliary notation. Let p0 =C and p1 = (νa)(z |a.C), where z is a place
holder for any term to be filled in. Define also p2n = p2n−1[(νb)(z |b.C1)/z] (for n > 0),
where pn[q/z] stands for naive substitution of q for the (unique) occurrence of z in pn.
Similarly, define p2n+1 = p2n[(νa)(z |a.C2)/z] for n > 0. Consider the relation R de-
fined as

R = {(C,Counter0)}
∪ {(p2n[C2/z], Counter2n)

∣∣ n > 0}
∪ {(p2n+1[C1/z], Counter2n+1)

∣∣ n≥ 0}
∪ {(p2n+1[ā.0/z], Counter2n)

∣∣ n≥ 0}
∪ {(p2n[b̄.0/z], Counter2n+1)

∣∣ n > 0}.

It is possible to prove that R is a weak bisimulation (actually, a weak bisimulation up to
≈, see, e.g., [7]). We show a couple of cases only. First consider pair (C,Counter0).
Transition C zero−→C is matched by transition Counter0

zero−→Counter0, and the pair of



reached states (C,Counter0) is in R. Transition C inc−→ (νa)(C1 |a.C) is matched by tran-
sition Counter0

inc−→Counter1, and the pair of reached states (p1[C1/z],Counter1) be-
longs to the third group of R (when n = 0). No other transition is possible from C. Sym-
metrically, the two transitions from Counter0 are the two listed above and are matched
by the same transitions from C described above.

Now consider, more generally, a pair (p2n+1[C1/z], Counter2n+1) for n ≥ 0. Term
p2n+1[C1/z] can move only according to the inner occurrence of C1, which is replacing
the place-holder z. Hence we have transitions

p2n+1[C1/z] inc−→ p2n+1[(νb)(C2 |b.C1)/z] = p2n+2[C2/z] and

p2n+1[C1/z] dec−→ p2n+1[ā.0/z].
In the former case, the matching transition is Counter2n+1

inc−→Counter2n+2, and the
pair (p2n+2[C2/z],Counter2n+2) belongs to the second group in R. In the latter case, the

matching transition is Counter2n+1
dec−→Counter2n, and (p2n+1[ā.0/z],Counter2n) be-

longs to the fourth group of R. Symmetrically, if the first move comes from Counter2n+1.
Consider now a pair of the fourth group (p2n+1[ā.0/z], Counter2n) for n > 0.1 State

p2n+1[ā.0/z] is in fact (p2n[(νa)(z |a.C2)/z])[ā.0/z] = p2n[(νa)(ā.0 |a.C2)/z]. From such
a state there is only one possible move:

p2n+1[ā.0/z] = p2n[(νa)(ā.0 |a.C2)/z] τ−→ p2n[(νa)(0 |C2)/z].
On the one hand, note that p2n[(νa)(0 |C2)/z] ∼ p2n[C2/z], where ∼ denotes strong
bisimilarity [9]. On the other hand, we have that Counter2n

ε
=⇒Counter2n ≈Counter2n.

Summing up, transition p2n+1[ā.0/z] τ−→ p2n[(νa)(0 |C2)/z] ∼ p2n[C2/z] is matched
by Counter2n

ε
=⇒Counter2n ≈ Counter2n and the pair (p2n[C2/z],Counter2n) belongs

to the second group of R, as required by the definition of weak bisimulation up to≈. 2

3.3 Value-passing CCS

We will often use an extension of CCS with value-passing capabilities. The syntax of
value-passing CCS (VP-CCS, for short) is as follows:

s ::= 0
∣∣ a(x).p

∣∣ ā(e).p
∣∣ τ.p

∣∣ s+ s
q ::= s

∣∣ C(x1, . . . ,xn)
p ::= q

∣∣ p | p
∣∣ (νa)p

where a ∈L , x is a data variable in the finite set Var, and e is an expression (usually,
a simple value v ∈ D, where D is a finite set of data). The structure of e is not specified
further, but it is assumed to be easily computable. In general, a constant C may have
many parameters, C(x1, . . . ,xn)

.
= s, meaning that all the xi’s (i = 1, . . . ,n) are distinct

and that in s the only data variables that may occur are exactly the parameters of C.
The arity of a constant C is the number of its parameters; in the example above, the
arity of C is n. A process term p is a VP-CCS process if, besides having each of its
constants equipped with a defining equation, each occurrence of a variable x is bound by
either an input prefix or a constant definition. For instance, the process constant A(x) .

=
ā(x+ y).A(x) is not a process because y is not bound in A; similarly, a(x).c̄(x+ y).0 is

1When n = 0, the case (p1[ā.0/z], Counter0) is slightly different, but even simpler.



(In)
a(x).p

a(v)−→ p[v/x]
for any v ∈ D (Tau)

τ.p τ−→ p

(Out)
ā(e).p

a(v)−→ p
if e has value v

(Cons)
p[v1/x1, . . . ,vn/xn]

µ−→ p′

C(e1, . . . ,en)
µ−→ p′

if C(x1, . . . ,xn)
.
= p and each ei has value vi

Table 3. New inference rules for VP-CCS

not a process because the occurrence of y in c̄(x+y) is not bound. The operational rules
for the new constructs are outlined in Table 3. Note that rule (In) states that the number
of transitions from a(x).p is equal to |D|.

In order to define an encoding from VP-CCS to CCS, we have to specify the set of
actions and constants that are actually used. If L is the set of VP-CCS actions, then the
set of CCS actions is LD = {av

∣∣ a ∈L ,v ∈ D}. Similarly, if C is the set of VP-CCS
constants, then the set of CCS constants is CD = {Cv1,...,vn

∣∣ C ∈ C ,(v1, . . . ,vn) ∈ Dn

and C has arity n}. An encoding of a VP-CCS process p into a pure CCS process JpK
is defined as follows:

J0K = 0 Jτ.pK = τ.JpK
Ja(x).pK = Σv∈D av.Jp[v/x]K Jā(e).pK = av.JpK if e has value v

Jp1 + p2K = Jp1K+ Jp2K Jp1 | p2K = Jp1K |Jp2K
J(νa)pK = (ν{av |v ∈ D})JpK

In addition, we have JC(e1, . . . ,en)K = Cv1,...,vn if each ei has value vi. Furthermore,
for each constant definition C(x1, . . . ,xn)

.
= p, we have a family of definitions

Cv1,...,vn
.
= Jp[v1/x1, . . . ,vn/xn]K,

one for each vector (v1, . . . ,vn) ∈ Dn.
Of course, the process JpK is really a (pure) CCS process only if the set D of data

is finite; otherwise, we would need infinite summation in the encoding of a(x).p; more-
over, we would have the unpleasant consequence that the encoding of any constant
C(x1, . . . ,xn) would generate infinitely many (pure) constants; finally, in the encoding
of (νa)p we would get a restriction over the infinite set {av |v ∈ D}.

Proposition 1. [7] Given a finite set D, the LTS for a value-passing CCS process p,
generated with the rules of Table 3, is isomorphic (modulo renaming of a(v) with av) to
the LTS for the pure CCS process JpK, generated with the rules of Table 2. 2

As mentioned above, if |D|= m and |L |= k, then the set of pure CCS actions LD
has size m× k. Moreover, the set of pure CCS constants is given by

CD =
⋃

C∈C {Cv1,...,vn

∣∣ (v1, . . . ,vn) ∈ Dn and C has arity n}.



4 Modeling a Turing machine in CCS

4.1 Modeling a Stack

A simple description of a stack of symbols in Γ , following the usual last-in-first-out
(LIFO) discipline, can be easily given by means of a constant Stack(σ), parametrized
over a sequence of values σ ∈ Γ ∗:

Stack(ε) .
= empty.Stack(ε) + push(x).Stack(x)

Stack(xσ)
.
= pop(x).Stack(σ) + push(y).Stack(yxσ)

where x and y are data variables and the top element of the stack Stack(σ) is the leftmost
symbol of σ . The corresponding pure CCS process would generate infinitely many
constants Stackσ : even if the set Γ of tape symbols is finite, we get infinitely many
sequences σ if we do not impose an upper limit on the length of the stack. Mimicking
the counter process of Example 1, we can define a stack of symbols as follows:

S .
= empty.S+ push(x).((νa)(S1(x) |a.S))

S1(x)
.
= pop(x).ā.0+ push(y).((νb)(S2(y) |b.S1(x)))

S2(y)
.
= pop(y).b̄.0+ push(x).((νa)(S1(x) |a.S2(y)))

Note that, if |Γ |=m, then the corresponding pure CCS process uses 2×m+1 constants
and 2×m+1 actions, plus the two auxiliary actions a and b.

It is possible to prove that Stack(ε) and S are weakly bisimilar by adapting the proof
for the counters Counter0 and C in Example 1. First we need to define some auxiliary
notation. Let p0(ε) = S and p1(ε) = (νa)(z |a.S), where z is a place holder for any term
to be filled in. Define also p2n(xσ) = p2n−1(σ)[(νb)(z |b.S1(x))/z] for n > 0, where
pn(σ)[q/z] stands for naive substitution of q for the (unique) occurrence of z in pn(σ).
Similarly, define p2n+1(yσ) = p2n(σ)[(νa)(z |a.S2(y))/z] for n > 0. Note that, by con-
struction, the sequence σ in pn(σ) is such that |σ |= n−1 for any n≥ 1. Consider the
relation R defined as

R = {(S,Stack(ε))}
∪ {(p2n(σ)[S2(y)/z], Stack(yσ))

∣∣ n > 0}
∪ {(p2n+1(σ)[S1(x)/z], Stack(xσ))

∣∣ n≥ 0}
∪ {(p2n+1(σ)[ā.0/z], Stack(σ))

∣∣ n≥ 0}
∪ {(p2n(σ)[b̄.0/z], Stack(σ))

∣∣ n > 0}.

It is possible to prove that R is a weak bisimulation (up to ≈, see, e.g., [7]). We show
a couple of cases only. First consider pair (S,Stack(ε)). Transition S

empty−→ S is matched
by transition Stack(ε)

empty−→ Stack(ε), and the pair of reached states (S,Stack(ε)) is in R.

Transition S
push(x)−→ (νa)(S1(x) |a.C) is matched by transition Stack(ε)

push(x)−→ Stack(x),
and the pair of reached states (p1(ε)[S1(x)/z],Stack(x)) belongs to the third group of R
(when n = 0). No other transition is possible from S. Symmetrically, the two transitions
from Stack(ε) are the two listed above and are matched by the same transitions from S
described above.



Now consider, more generally, a pair (p2n+1(σ)[S1(x)/z], Stack(xσ)) for n ≥ 0.
Term p2n+1(σ)[S1(x)/z] can move only according to the inner occurrence of S1(x),
which is replacing the place-holder z. Hence we have transitions

p2n+1(σ)[S1(x)/z]
push(y)−→ p2n+1(σ)[(νb)(S2(y) |b.S1(x))/z] = p2n+2(xσ)[S2(y)/z]

and p2n+1(σ)[S1(x)/z]
pop(x)−→ p2n+1(σ)[ā.0/z].

In the former case, the matching transition is Stack(xσ)
push(y)−→ Stack(yxσ), and the pair

(p2n+2(xσ)[S2(y)/z],Stack(yxσ)) belongs to the second group in R. In the latter case,

the matching transition is Stack(xσ)
pop(x)−→ Stack(σ), and (p2n+1(σ)[ā.0/z],Stack(σ))

belongs to the fourth group of R. Symmetrically, if the first move comes from Stack(xσ).
Consider now a pair of the fourth group (p2n+1(σ)[ā.0/z], Stack(σ)) for n > 0;2

since |σ | = 2n and n > 0, it follows that σ = yσ ′ for some suitable y and σ ′. State
p2n+1(σ)[ā.0/z] is in fact

(p2n(σ
′)[(νa)(z |a.S2(y))/z])[ā.0/z] = p2n(σ

′)[(νa)(ā.0 |a.S2(y))/z].
From such a state there is only one possible move:

p2n+1(σ)[ā.0/z] = p2n(σ
′)[(νa)(ā.0 |a.S2(y))/z] τ−→ p2n(σ

′)[(νa)(0 |S2(y))/z].
On the one hand, note that p2n(σ

′)[(νa)(0 |S2(y))/z]∼ p2n(σ
′)[S2(y)/z], where ∼ de-

notes strong bisimilarity [9]. On the other hand, Stack(σ)
ε

=⇒Stack(σ) ≈ Stack(σ).
Summing up, transition

p2n+1(σ)[ā.0/z] τ−→ p2n(σ
′)[(νa)(0 |S2(y))/z] ∼ p2n(σ

′)[S2(y)/z]
is matched by Stack(σ)

ε
=⇒Stack(σ)≈ Stack(σ), and (p2n(σ

′)[S2(y)/z],Stack(σ)) be-
longs to the second group of R, as required by the definition of weak bisimulation up to
≈.

4.2 Simulating a Tape with Two Stacks

It is well-known that an infinite tape can be simulated by two stacks [10, 8]. The first
stack contains the string on the left of the tape head in reverse order (the top element is
the symbol immediately at the left of the tape head), and the second stack contains the
string from the tape head rightwards (the top element is the symbol pointed by the tape
head). In our CCS setting, we have the two stacks Si, for i = 1,2, defined as follows:

Si .
= emptyi.Si + pushi(x).((νa)(Si

1(x) |a.Si))

Si
1(x)

.
= popi(x).ā.0+ pushi(y).((νb)(Si

2(y) |b.Si
1(x)))

Si
2(y)

.
= popi(y).b̄.0+ pushi(x).((νa)(Si

1(x) |a.Si
2(y)))

Hence, the corresponding pure CCS processes use 4×m+ 2 constants, and 4×m+ 2
actions, plus the two auxiliary actions a and b.

For notational convenience, let us denote by Si(σ) the stack Si holding the string σ ,
the top element being the first element of σ ; to be precise, Si(σ) denotes a family of
stack processes, which are all equivalent to Stacki(σ),3 such that they cannot perform

2When n = 0, i.e., the case for the pair (p1(ε)[ā.0/z], Stack(ε)) is slightly different, but even
simpler.

3The process Stacki(σ) is defined as Stack(σ), where the actions are indexed by i.



τ initially. For instance, (νa)(Si
1(X) |a.Si) and (νa)((νb)(0 |Si

1(X)) |a.Si), which are
both weakly bisimilar to Stacki(X) and cannot perform τ initially, are both written as
Si(X). By using the notation Si(σ), we often mean the simplest stack process holding
σ , formally defined as follows:

• if σ = ε , then Si(σ) = Si;
• if σ = Xσ ′ has length 2n+1, then Si(σ) = pi

2n+1(σ
′)[Si

1(X)/z];
• if σ = Xσ ′ has length 2n, then Si(σ) = pi

2n(σ
′)[Si

2(X)/z],

where notation pi
n(σ) is the same as the one was defined in the previous section, where

all the involved processes have a superscript i.

4.3 Modeling a Turing Machine

Given a Turing machine T M = (Q,2,Σ ,Γ ,δ ,q1) with input w∈ Σ ∗, the corresponding
CCS process is

T MCCS(w) = (νN)(S1 |B(w) |S2)

where S1 and S2 are the two stacks, initially empty, and B(w) is the bootstrapping pro-
cess that initializes the second stack. Formally, if w = X1X2 . . .Xk, then

B(X1X2 . . .Xk)
.
= push2(Xk). . . . .push2(X2).push2(X1).C1

so that now the second stack contains the input, with X1 on top, while the first stack
remains empty. The set N of bound actions is given by all the free actions of the two
stacks, namely {push1(X), push2(X), pop1(X), pop2(X)

∣∣ X ∈Γ }∪{empty1,empty2}.
After initializing the second stack, constant C1, corresponding to the initial state q1, is
activated; in fact, there is a constant C j for each state q j, j = 1, . . . ,n, whose definition
is as follows:

C j
.
= pop2(x).Cx

j + empty2.D2
j

CX
j

.
=



push2(X).0 if δ (q j,X) is undefined,
push1(Y ).Ch if δ (q j,X) = (Y,R,qh),
empty1.Ch + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(2).Ch if δ (q j,X) = (2,R,qh),
push2(Y ).(pop1(x).push2(x).Ch if δ (q j,X) = (Y,L,qh),

+empty1.push2(2).Ch)

empty2.(pop1(x).push2(x).Ch + empty1.Ch) if δ (q j,X) = (2,L,qh).
+pop2(x).push2(x).push2(2).

(pop1(x).push2(x).Ch + empty1.push2(2).Ch)

D2
j

.
=



0 if δ (q j,2) is undefined,
push1(Y ).Ch if δ (q j,2) = (Y,R,qh),
empty1.Ch + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(2).Ch if δ (q j,2) = (2,R,qh),
push2(Y ).(pop1(x).push2(x).Ch if δ (q j,2) = (Y,L,qh),

+empty1.push2(2).Ch)

pop1(x).push2(x).Ch + empty1.Ch if δ (q j,2) = (2,L,qh).



The first action of C j is the removal of the top element X (to be bound to the variable
x) from the second stack and the activation of CX

j ; note that if the second stack is empty,
then 2 is considered the suitable cell value and D2

j is activated.
Constant CX

j is actually the process push2(X).0 in case δ (q j,X) is undefined, so
that the computation stops after having reinstalled the popped element X .

Instead, if δ (q j,X) = (Y,R,qh) with Y 6= 2, then the symbol Y is put on the first
stack, the new constant Ch is activated, and the new top element of the second stack
is the element below the removed X , hence simulating a shift of the tape head to the
right. If δ (q j,X) = (2,R,qh), then we have first to check the status of the first stack:
the blank symbol is pushed on the first stack only if it is not empty.

If δ (q j,X) = (Y,L,qh) with Y 6= 2, then the symbol Y is put on the second stack
in place of X , and the top element of the first stack is moved to the top position of the
second stack, hence simulating a shift of the tape head to the left; also in this case, if
the first stack is empty, then 2 is considered the suitable cell value to be moved on the
second stack. Finally, if δ (q j,X) = (2,L,qh), then the blank symbol is pushed on the
second stack only if it is not empty; moreover, if both stacks are empty, then no symbol
at all is pushed on any stack.

The definition of constant D2
j is very similar to the above; only two simplifications

are possible in the first case and in the last one, because we already know that the second
stack is empty.

Note that the constants of form CX
j and D2

j are only auxiliary and can be safely
removed by inline expansion; similarly, constant B can be replaced by its definition.
Hence, the number of constants that are really necessary are the n constants C j, j =
1, . . . ,n, plus the 4× |Γ |+ 2 constants for the two stacks, while the actions are those
in N, plus the two auxiliary actions a and b. If |Γ | = m, then the needed constants are
4m+2+n, while the actions are 4m+4.

We remind that, for notational convenience, Si(α) denotes the stack Si holding the
string α , the top element being the first element of α; to be precise, Si(α) denotes a
family of stack processes, which are all equivalent to Stacki(α), such that they cannot
perform τ initially.

Then, with an instantaneous description αq jβ of the Turing machine T M, we can
associate the CCS process term

(νN)(S1(αR) |C j |S2(β )).
where αR denotes the reverse of α; formally, εR = ε and (σX)R = XσR. As a matter of
fact, the initial instantaneous description q1X1X2 . . .Xk corresponds to the CCS process

(νN)(S1(ε) |C1 |S2(X1X2 . . .Xk)),
which is reachable (deterministically) from T MCCS(X1X2 . . .Xk) by performing the boot-
strapping defined by constant B(X1X2 . . .Xk). Then, each deterministic move of T M
corresponds to a sequence of synchronizations in its CCS model, as illustrated in the
following two examples.

Example 2. Let us assume that the current instantaneous description is αq jXβ , with
|α|= 2k > 0 and |β |= 2n > 0, so that its corresponding CCS process is

(νN)(S1(αR) |C j |S2(Xβ ))



where S2(Xβ )= p2
2n+1(β )[S

2
1(X)/z] and, if αR =V α ′, then S1(αR)= p1

2k(α
′)[S1

2(V )/z].
Let us also assume that δ (q j,X) = (Y,R,qh), so that αq jXβ ` αY qhβ . Note that
CX

j
.
= push1(Y ).Ch in this case. Hence, the corresponding sequence of CCS synchro-

nizations is as follows, where β = Y β ′:

(νN)(S1(αR) |C j |S2(Xβ )) =

(νN)(S1(αR) |C j | p2
2n+1(β )[S

2
1(X)/z]) τ−→ on pop2(X)

(νN)(S1(αR) |CX
j | p2

2n(β
′)[(νa)(a.0 |a.S2

2(Y ))/z]) τ−→ on a
(νN)(S1(αR) |CX

j | p2
2n(β

′)[(νa)(0 |S2
2(Y ))/z])≡ same class

(νN)(S1(αR) |CX
j | p2

2n(β
′)[S2

2(Y )/z]) =
(νN)(p1

2k(α
′)[S1

2(V )/z] |CX
j |S2(β ))

τ−→ on push1(Y )
(νN)(p1

2k(α
′)[(νa)(S1

1(Y ) |a.S1
2(V ))/z] |Ch |S2(β )) =

(νN)(p1
2k+1(α

R)[S1
1(Y )/z] |Ch |S2(β )) =

(νN)(S1(Y αR) |Ch |S2(β ))

where by ≡ we denote the structural congruence (see, e.g., [7]) defined by the two
axioms

0 |q = q and
(νa)q = q if a do not occur free in q.

In the derivation above, the two structurally congruent processes belong both to the
same class S2(β ). Summing up,

(νN)(S1(αR) |C j |S2(Xβ ))−→+ (νN)(S1(Y αR) |Ch |S2(β )),
where −→+ is the transitive closure of τ−→ . Note that the derivation relation is not
deterministic because the synchronizations on a and push1(Y ) can be swapped. More
explicitly, term

(νN)(S1(αR) |CX
j | p2

2n(β
′)[(νa)(a.0 |a.S2

2(Y ))/z])
is such that it can perform both the synchronization on a, as illustrated above, and the
synchronization on push1(Y ), reaching the state

(νN)(S1(Y αR) |Ch | p2
2n(β

′)[(νa)(a.0 |a.S2
2(Y ))/z]).

However, such nondeterminism is only apparent as the transition relation is confluent:
(νN)(S1(Y αR) |Ch | p2

2n(β
′)[(νa)(a.0 |a.S2

2(Y ))/z]) τ−→ (νN)(S1(Y αR) |Ch |S2(β )). 2

Another, more complex example is the following.

Example 3. Consider the instantaneous description αX1q j; assume δ (q j,2)= (Y,L,qh),
with Y 6= 2, so that αX1q j ` αqhX1Y . Assume also that |α| = 2k, so that S1(X1αR) =
p1

2k+1(α
R)[S1

1(X1)/z], and αR =V α ′. The CCS process corresponding to αX1q j is
(νN)(S1(X1αR) |C j |S2(ε))

and the sequence of synchronizations is the following, where
D2

j
.
= push2(Y ).(pop1(x).push2(x).Ch + empty1.push2(2).Ch):

(νN)(S1(X1αR) |C j |S2(ε))
τ−→ on empty2

(νN)(S1(X1αR) |D2
j |S2(ε))

τ−→ on push2(Y )
(νN)(S1(X1αR) |D2

j1 | p2
1(ε)[S

2
1(Y )/z]) =

(νN)(p1
2k+1(α

R)[S1
1(X1)/z] |D2

j1 |S2(Y )) τ−→ on pop1(X1)

(νN)(p1
2k+1(α

R)[a.0/z] |D2
j2 |S2(Y )) τ−→ on a



(νN)(p1
2k(α

′)[(νa)(0 |S1
2(V ))/z] |D2

j2 |S2(Y ))≡ same class
(νN)(S1(αR) |D2

j2 | p2
1(ε)[S

2
1(Y )/z]) τ−→ on push2(X1)

(νN)(S1(αR) |Ch | p2
1(ε)[(νb)(S2

2(X1) |b.S2
1(Y ))/z]) =

(νN)(S1(αR) |Ch | p2
2(Y )[S

2
2(X1)/z]) =

(νN)(S1(αR) |Ch |S2(X1Y ))

where the auxiliary constants D2
j1 and D2

j2 are used to denote the phases in which the
body of D2

j evolves. Also in this case the two synchronizations on a and push2(X1) can
be swapped. 2

This kind of analyses can be done for all the thirteen kinds of move listed in Section
2 and for all the possible length of α and β (zero, even or odd). Hence, we have the
following result.

Proposition 2. (Correct simulation) Given a deterministic Turing machine T M with
input w, and the CCS process T MCCS(w), we have that:

1. q1w `∗ αq jβ (where `∗ is the reflexive and transitive closure of `) if and only if
T MCCS(w)−→+ (νN)(S1(αR) |C j |S2(β )) (where −→+ is the transitive closure of

τ−→ ).
2. If αq jβ is a terminal instantaneous description, then

(νN)(S1(αR) |C j |S2(β ))−→+ (νN)(S1(αR) |0 |S2(β ))9.

3. If (νN)(S1(αR) |C j |S2(β ))−→∗Q and Q τ−→Qi, for i = 1,2, and Q1 6= Q2, then
there exist Q′ and (νN)(S1(αR) |Ch |S2(β )) such that

Qi
τ−→Q′−→∗ (νN)(S1(αR) |Ch |S2(β )), for i = 1,2 (where −→∗ is the

reflexive and transitive closure of τ−→ ).

Proof. (1) (Sketch) By induction on the definition of `∗. The base case is q1w `∗ q1w
and we already observed that T MCCS(w)−→∗ (νN)(S1(ε) |C1 |S2(w)) by performing
deterministically the bootstrapping. Then, assume that q1w `∗ αq jβ ` α ′qhβ ′. By in-
duction, we can assume that T MCCS(w)−→∗ (νN)(S1(αR) |C j |S2(β )). Now the proof
proceeds by showing the many cases for the single moves, as illustrated in Examples 2
and 3.

(2) If αq jβ is a terminal instantaneous description, then δ (q j,X) = undefined,
where X is the top element of β , or 2 if β = ε . In the former case, the constant C j
will first pop the top element X of β and turn into CX

j , which is defined as push2(X).0;
hence, it will simply reinstall the element X on the second stack, and then stops, reach-
ing (νN)(S1(αR) |0 |S2(β )). In the latter case, the constant C j will check that the
second stack is empty and then be turned into D2

j , which is defined as 0, so that
(νN)(S1(αR) |0 |S2(β )) is reached also in this case.

(3) (Sketch) By inspecting the implementation of all the thirteen moves, we can
check that all the synchronizations on a or b done to update one of the two stacks can be
swapped with the subsequent independent synchronization on push1 (pop1) or push2
(pop2) on the other stack, as illustrated in Examples 2 and 3, so that the transition
relation is really confluent. 2



5 Modeling UTM(15,2) in CCS(25,12)

The modeling described in the previous section applies also to UTMs. In particular, the
UTM(15,2) by Neary and Woods [11] described in Section 2, with input w ∈ {b}∗, can
be modeled by the CCS process term

UT M(15,2)
CCS (w) = (νN)(S1 |B(w) |S2)

where S1 and S2 are the two stacks, initially empty, B(w) is the bootstrapping process
and N is the set of bound actions, defined in the previous section. After initializing the
second stack, B(w) activates constant C1, corresponding to the initial state q1. The fif-
teen constants, corresponding to the fifteen states, are defined below, according to the
definition of the 29 quintuples in Table 1. To illustrate how the bodies of the fifteen
constants are defined, we detail the definition of the first constant:

C1
.
= pop2(c).Cc

1 + empty2.Dc
1 + pop2(b).Cb

1 .

Since δ (q1,c) = (c,R,q2), then

Cc
1
.
= empty1.C2 + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(c).C2 and

Dc
1
.
= empty1.C2 + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(c).C2.

Since δ (q1,b) = (b,R,q1), then Cb
1
.
= push1(b).C1. By inline expansion of the aux-

iliary constants, we get:

C1
.
= [pop2(c).(empty1.C2 + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(c).C2)

+empty2.(empty1.C2 + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(c).C2)]
+pop2(b).push1(b).C1

The other constant definitions follow:

C2
.
= pop2(c).push1(b).C3 + empty2.push1(b).C3

+pop2(b).push1(b).C1

C3
.
= [pop2(c).(empty2.(pop1(x).push2(x).C7 + empty1.C7)

+pop2(x).push2(x).push2(c).(pop1(x).push2(x).C7 + empty1.push2(c).C7))
+empty2.(pop1(x).push2(x).C7 + empty1.C7)]
+pop2(b).[empty2.(pop1(x).push2(x).C5 + empty1.C5)
+pop2(x).push2(x).push2(c).(pop1(x).push2(x).C5 + empty1.push2(c).C5)]

C4
.
= [pop2(c).(empty2.(pop1(x).push2(x).C6 + empty1.C6)

+pop2(x).push2(x).push2(c).(pop1(x).push2(x).C6 + empty1.push2(c).C6))
+empty2.(pop1(x).push2(x).C6 + empty1.C6)]
+pop2(b).push2(b).(pop1(x).push2(x).C5 + empty1.push2(c).C5)

C5
.
= pop2(c).push1(b).C1 + empty2.push1(b).C1

+pop2(b).push2(b).(pop1(x).push2(x).C4 + empty1.push2(c).C4)



C6
.
= [pop2(c).push2(b).(pop1(x).push2(x).C4 + empty1.push2(c).C4)

+empty2.push2(b).(pop1(x).push2(x).C4 + empty1.push2(c).C4)]
+pop2(b).push2(b).(pop1(x).push2(x).C4 + empty1.push2(c).C4)

C7
.
= [pop2(c).(empty2.(pop1(x).push2(x).C8 + empty1.C8)

+pop2(x).push2(x).push2(c).(pop1(x).push2(x).C8 + empty1.push2(c).C8))
+empty2.(pop1(x).push2(x).C8 + empty1.C8)]
+pop2(b).push2(b).(pop1(x).push2(x).C7 + empty1.push2(c).C7)

C8
.
= [pop2(c).push2(b).(pop1(x).push2(x).C9 + empty1.push2(c).C9)

+empty2.push2(b).(pop1(x).push2(x).C9 + empty1.push2(c).C9)]
+pop2(b).push2(b).(pop1(x).push2(x).C7 + empty1.push2(c).C7)

C9
.
= [pop2(c).(empty1.C1 + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(c).C1)

+empty2.(empty1.C1 + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(c).C1)]
+pop2(b).push2(b).(pop1(x).push2(x).C10 + empty1.push2(c).C10)

C10
.
= [pop2(c).push2(b).(pop1(x).push2(x).C11 + empty1.push2(c).C11)

+empty2.push2(b).(pop1(x).push2(x).C11 + empty1.push2(c).C11)]
+pop2(b).push2(b).0

C11
.
= [pop2(c).(empty1.C12 + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(c).C12)

+empty2.(empty1.C12 + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(c).C12)]
+pop2(b).push1(b).C14

C12
.
= [pop2(c).(empty1.C13 + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(c).C13)

+empty2.(empty1.C13 + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(c).C13)]
+pop2(b).push1(b).C12

C13
.
= [pop2(c).(empty2.(pop1(x).push2(x).C2 + empty1.C2)

+pop2(x).push2(x).push2(c).(pop1(x).push2(x).C2 + empty1.push2(c).C2))
+empty2.(pop1(x).push2(x).C2 + empty1.C2)]
+pop2(b).push1(b).C12

C14
.
= [pop2(c).(empty2.(pop1(x).push2(x).C3 + empty1.C3)

+pop2(x).push2(x).push2(c).(pop1(x).push2(x).C3 + empty1.push2(c).C3))
+empty2.(pop1(x).push2(x).C3 + empty1.C3)]
+pop2(b).(empty1.C15 + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(c).C15)

C15
.
= [pop2(c).(empty1.C14 + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(c).C14)

+empty2.(empty1.C14 + pop1(x).push1(x).push1(c).C14)]
+pop2(b).push1(b).C14

Of course, UT M(15,2)
CCS (w) is a process in CCS(25,12), because n = 15 and m = 2,

and so the number of constants is 4× 2+ 2+ 15 = 25 and the number of actions is
4×2+4 = 12.

6 Conclusion

Shannon [17] proposed to measure the complexity of a UTM with the product n×m
of the number n of its states by the number m of its tape symbols. Similarly, here, we
propose to measure the complexity of the CCS simulation of a UTM with the product



h× k of the number h of constants by the number k of actions that are necessary to this
aim. In fact, h× k gives a measure of the size of the chosen CCS dialect, as h is the
upper bound to the number of allowed recursive definitions, while k is the upper bound
to the number of allowed different interaction points.

Our result is that Turing-completeness can be achieved in CCS with an upper bound
of 25× 12 = 300. For other small UTMs, such as those in [16, 11], we get larger val-
ues. For instance, the CCS simulation of UTM(9,3) yields a process in CCS(23,16),
with 23×16 = 368; furthermore, the CCS simulation of UTM(6,4) yields a process in
CCS(24,20), with 24×20 = 480.

It is possible to prove Turing-completeness of CCS(h,k), for suitable values of h
and k, also by other means; for instance, by providing an encoding of a UTM into a
2-counter machine. This can be done, as described in, e.g., [10, 8], by simulating the
infinite tape by means of two stacks (as done also in this paper), and then simulating
the two stacks by means of three counters, and finally by simulating three counters by
means of two counters. Following [3], which slightly improves over [2], it is possible to
show [6] that any 2-counter machine can be simulated by a CCS process using only 8
actions and 6+m+1 constants, where 6 constants are necessary to model the two coun-
ters (as in Example 1) and m+1 constants are necessary to model the m instructions of
the counter machine. Therefore, if m is the number of instructions of a 2-counter ma-
chine simulating a UTM, we get that CCS(6+m+1,8) is Turing-complete. However,
the number m of instructions seems very large, due to the complexity of the simulation
of the two stacks by means of the two counters, so that for sure (6+m+1)×8 is much
larger than 25×12.

It is an open problem to determine meaningful lower bounds for h× k such that
CCS(h,k) is Turing-complete. However, we conjecture that our CCS modeling of Tur-
ing machines is optimal in terms of number of constants and actions, so that we expect
that our result can be improved only by defining smaller UTMs.

The complexity measure we have adopted in this paper may be not the best one for
other Turing-complete process calculi. For instance, in some variants of the π-calculus
[12, 18], recursion, defined by means of process constants, is replaced by replication:
process !p represents an unbounded number of copies of process p in parallel. In this
case, a more suitable complexity measure would be given by the product of the number
of actions by the number of occurrences of the replication operator. The construction
in [12] shows that a π-calculus process using h constants can be transformed into a
behavioral equivalent π-calculus process (without constants) with h occurrences of the
replication operator, plus h additional auxiliary bound actions. By exploiting this con-
struction, the modeling of UTM(15,2) we have defined here for CCS(25,12) can be
adapted for the π-calculus with replication by using 25 occurrences of the replication
operator and 25+12 = 37 actions.

A variant of CCS, called CCS!, where recursion is replaced by replication, is stud-
ied in [3], where the authors show that such a language is weakly Turing-complete, i.e.,
it can model, only in a nondeterministic way, any counter machine (CM, for short).
Their encoding is nondeterministic because it introduces computations which do not
follow the expected behavior of the modeled CM. However, all these computations are
infinite. This ensures that, given a CM, its CCS! model has a terminating computation



if and only if the CM terminates. CCS! is strictly less expressive than CCS, not only
because CCS can model any CM deterministically, but also because termination is de-
cidable in CCS!, i.e., it is decidable if all the computations of a given process terminate,
while termination is undecidable for CCS. As mentioned above, paper [3] also defines a
deterministic CCS modeling of a CM, which uses finitely many actions and constants.
However, the nondeterministic CCS! modeling of a CM is less efficient because, even
if it uses a number of occurrences of the replication operator which is roughly the same
of the constants used in their CCS modeling, it uses a lot of additional actions.

We conclude this paper by questioning the adequacy of Turing-completeness as a
yardstick to compare the expressiveness of models of concurrent computations.

It is sometimes argued that Turing-complete models of computations are equally ex-
pressive, as they can compute the same class of partial functions over natural numbers.
However, when considering concurrency models, such as process calculi, the situation
is a bit different. First of all, it is well-known that a function may be not the suitable
semantic model for a concurrent program (dating back at least to the work of Bekič [1]
at the beginning of the 70’s), and so Turing-completeness does not seem the suitable
criterion for comparing the expressive power of two concurrent languages. As a mat-
ter of fact, the class of problems that a concurrent language can solve may include the
Turing-computable functions, but it may also include many problems that have nothing
to do with functions.

We present a problem in the theory of distributed systems that cannot be solved by
CCS(h,k), for any choice of h and k, even if it is Turing-complete. The Last Man Stand-
ing (LMS, for short) problem, originally introduced in [21], can be solved in a process
calculus if there exists a process p able to detect, in a finite amount of time, the presence
or absence of other copies of itself. We would need to identify a process p such that p
is able to execute an action a only when there is exactly one copy of p in the current
system, while p is able to perform an action b only when there are at least two copies
of p in the current system. To be precise, if qi is the system where i copies of p are
enabled, we require that all of its computations will end eventually (i.e., no divergence
is allowed) and that the observable content of each of these computations is a if i = 1 or
b if i > 1, where a 6= b. In other words, if `

=⇒ stands for a, possibly empty, sequence
of τ-labeled transitions followed by `−→ , then

q1 = p q1
a

=⇒q′1 9 q1
b;

while

q2 = p | p q2
a; q2

b
=⇒q′2 9

. . .

qn = p | p | · · · | p︸ ︷︷ ︸
n

qn
a; qn

b
=⇒q′n 9

where −|− is the parallel composition operator of the calculus under scrutiny. The op-
erational rules for parallel composition of CCS state that any process p, able to execute
some action a, can perform the same action in the presence of other processes as well, so
that if p a

=⇒ p′, then also p | p a
=⇒ p | p′, which contradicts the requirement that q2

a; .



As a matter of fact, CCS is permissive: no parallel process can prevent the execution of
an action of another process. Therefore, in CCS the LMS problem is unsolvable.

However, the LMS problem can be solved in other calculi that possess some abil-
ity to make contextual checks, e.g., expressing some form of priority among actions.
In fact, [21] proposes a simple, non-Turing-complete calculus, called FAP, yet expres-
sive enough to solve the LMS problem. Furthermore, [6] proposes a Turing-complete
calculus, called NPL, that can also solve the LMS problem.

Hence, this means there exists a problem in concurrency (i.e., the LMS problem)
that a Turing complete language (i.e., CCS(25,12)) cannot solve, while it can be solved
by a non-Turing-complete calculus (i.e., FAP). This observation spurs an obvious ques-
tion: when is a formalism for concurrency complete? And with respect to what? A
possible answer is proposed in [6]: a formalism is complete w.r.t. a given model of
concurrency when it can model all the elements of that model, up to isomorphism. Fol-
lowing this intuition, [6] offers a list of increasingly more and more expressive process
calculi, each one complete w.r.t. a given class of Petri nets [13, 15], where the last cal-
culus, called NPL, is able to represent all and only the finite Nonpermissive P/T nets
[6], a class of Petri nets extending conservatively the class of P/T nets with inhibitor
arcs [13].
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